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Abstract - Fractures in core of Quaternary-Miocenc age recovered at Cape Roberts Project
drillsite (CRP-l) were analysed to document the past and present stress regime along the
Transcintarctic Mountains Front. We identified both natural and induced fractures in the
CRP-1 core. Natural fractures include microfaults, clastic dykes. and shear fractures.
Induced fractures created by the drilling or coring process include petal and petalcentrelinc fractures, disc fractures, and subhorizontal fractures that formed due to the
influenceof seaswell on the drilling. Natural fracture sets document a normal-faulting type
stress regime, with avertical maximum principal stress. Petal and petal-centreline fractures
ill palacomagnetically orientated core intervals show that the contemporary maximum
horizontal stress is orientated north-northeast to south-southwest in the Cape Roberts region. Collectively, the natural
and induced fractures document a stress regime that is compatible with regional late Cenozoic dextral transtension
along the Transantarctic Mountains Front, consistent with previous interpretations of both onshore and offshore
structural records.

INTRODUCTION
The Cape Roberts Project drillsite (CRP- 1) lies along
the Transantarctic Mountains Front, which separates the
uplifted Transantarctic Mountains from the Victoria Land
rift basin of the West Antarctic rift system. Faulting along
the Transantarctic Mountains Front has been interpreted to
accommodate the large differential relief between the
mountains and the rift basin, and this fault zone has been
compared with the normal border fault systems that bound
rift basins in the East African rift system (Tessensohn &
Worner, 1991; Davey & Brancolini, 1995). The
Transantarctic Mountains Front has a long history of
Mesozoic-Cenozoic rift-related displacements, with early,
presumably mainly normal-sense displacements apparently
followed in the Cenozoic Era by rift-related transtensional
deformation (Wilson, 1992, 1995; Salvini et al., 1997).
The study of fractures found within theCRP- 1core provides
the first opportunity to obtain a well-dated kinematic and
dynamic structural record along the Transantarctic
Mountains Front.
Brittle fractures form by instantaneous rupture when
the applied stress exceeds the material strength. The
orientation of the principal stresses that produce the rupture
plane can be reconstructed if the fracture orientation and
the mode of failure (extension, shear) can be documented.
Natural fractures, which are present in the rock prior to
drilling, generally yield information on the palaeostress
regime. Natural neotectonic fractures, younger than -2 Ma,
may record the contemporary stress regimeand are typically
found in near-surface portions of core (Evans, 1994;
Engelder, 1987). If natural fracture arrays with different
orientations are present in strata of different ages in a

sequence, then changes in the orientation of the principal
stresses can be reconstructed with respect to time
(Kleinspehn et al., 1989; Evans, 1994; Teyssier et al.,
1995), provided that age-controlled changes are
differentiated from changes resulting from contrasting
mechanical properties of layers. A primary objective of
this ongoing study is to identify fracture sets of different
ages within the cored rift sequence in order to test models
for changing kinematics along the Transantarctic Mountains
Front. Another objective is to identify induced fractures
that formed in response to drilling- or coring-related
perturbations of the ambient stress field. The orientations
of induced fractures are commonly controlled, at least in
part, by the in situ stresses acting on a rock body (e.g.,
Plumb & Cox, 1987; Kulander et al., 1990). and thus
provide a means of obtaining contemporary horizontal
stress directions at the Cape Roberts drillsite.

CRP-1 DRILLING
The Cape Roberts Project utilized a drill rig located on
fast sea ice over a water depth of -150 m. Unlike typical
drilling operations, the sea-ice drilling platformexperienced
vertical motion due to tides and to sea swell in the Ross
Sea. Although the orientation of the drill hole was not
directly measured, it is estimated to be within about + 2 O of
vertical. The drilling programme obtained 147 m of core
prior to the storm-related termination of drilling. The
upper portion of the core consists of -43 m of compacted
but unconsolidated and uncemented Quaternary strata,
and the lower portion consists of semi- to moderatelylithified and uncemented strata of Miocene age. Diamictite,

sandstone, siltstone, and their i~nlithificclequivalents are
Ihc clominanl core lilhologies, almost all interpreted to be
slc~cigenic(Cape Roberis Science Team. 1998).

FRACTURE STUDY PROCEDURES

analysed sicicographically 10 further delineate fracture
sets. Foreach set wecaic~~latcd
the riumberof fracti~respcr
metre length of core to construct 11i~to~i111s
of fnictiire
occurrence v.:! deptli (Fig, l). Becii~ise litliological
boundaries, sequence boundaries ;ind breccia imervals
commonly occur with spacing!well over 1 metre, this
simple cnleuhition is iidequdtc l11 compare these feat~ires
with fraciure density determinecl in this \\'iiy

All fractures in the CR1'-l core were logged during
examination of the whole core. We noted and dcscribecl
fracturei~i~~r~hology,
any fractin-csiirfacefeatures, fracture
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abutting reltitions. Fi'act~ire
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scans and to produce logs of fract~irealtitude imd type 1,s that arc diagnostic of natural fractures include
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mineralisation. tilleration. well clevelopecl slickenside
orientations and to ideniilj additional, handling-induced
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~~iiralielismwith fractures associated with one of the
televiewerlogs ofthe boreholc wall with 'u~irolied'wholc
diagnostic features citei-l above. and shear fracture
core scans. The instability of the borehole and the early
orieiitatio~~scomptitible
with tliosc predicted Ely Anclerson's
termi~iationof clrilling precluded use of these metliods.
(195 I j theory offaiilti11g in typical crustal stress regimes.
Limitecl portions of the core were reorientatecl using
Somet)~pesofinducedfn~cturesl~tivcdisti~~ctivegeo~~~eti-ies
~ ~ ~ l a c o m a g n e t i c d a t i i ( P a u&l sWilson.
c ~ ~ thisvolume], but
that have been shown by m o d e l l i n ~ l omimic clrillingmost ofthe core cniikl not be reorienttiled due to ii hick nf
induced stress traiectories (Loreiiz et al.. 1990: Li &
sufficient clatd.
Schmitt, 1997). Other criteria used to recognise driiling-.
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coring-and h i ~ ~ ~ < : l l i ~ ~ g - ifractures
~ ~ d i i c einclude
cI
the presence
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core interveils that were palacomagnelically reorientated
inclicatinfll~atthe fracture initiated cmcl propcigated witliin
(Paulsen & Wilson. this volume), fracture attitucles were

Most oitlie fn'icnires in the GRP- 1 core lacked surface
fractof~ipliicfcaturcs. This is proExtbly because tlic sinitit
iire jxiorly i~idurittecl.since delicate stirl';icc feauires arc
l)esl devcJoped in hi@iIy indi-ircttcd.fine-grained :ni;tteriaIs
((,.g., Kulai~cleret al., 1979). We have used the sparse
ractograpliic record, together with geometric iirg~iments.
to interpret friicU~seorigin: ambipi~iliesare notecl in llie
lescriptions that follow. In the case of natural fractures.
fracture mode (extension, shear) must also be known in
order to infer stress patterns. Fmclurc mode is not !well
constmiiied from the core observations, clue to the paucity
ofsurliice Seatures. However, geometric t i r ~ i ~ i i c ~based
its
on orientations pi-etJictcd for natumi shear fnictures. and
on knownstructural iispcctsoftlieregio~ialsetting,suggest
possible fracttire mode iiitcrpreialions. These
interpreuitions, am1 the stress intcrpretatioiis we derive
from them, c m betesteci by recovery and analysis of more
co~iq~letc
fracture data sets from orientalecl core obtained
(luring the next drilling season,

NATURAL PRACTURIS

I n the 150 m of CRP-1 core. we i~leiitified6 definile
microfaults with clip separations of bedclingof 2-6 mm.
Fault's havedipsthat i-iin~efrom5 5 to70"iiiii(lhavecurved.
lisiric profiles. A conjiigate set ofmicrofai~ltswith normalsense offset of beclcling occurs in an interval oS1aminated
sandstone between 65-70 metres below sea floor (mbsfj
(Fig. 2). Another~iorrritil-se~~se~i~icrofa~~ltocc~~rsat
1 15.97
mbsf. This fanli occurs i n a section of orienttitcc1 core; it
has it north-nortIica.st s i n k c titid dips nortlswcsl (Fig. 3).
One microl'iiult with reverse-sense displacement occurs in
109.12 mhsl'.

Clastic Dykes
Clastic dykes occur in the core at 133.30 iind
139.05 mbsf. The dykes occur within cliamictite, are
composed of sand, have planar, sharp boundaries, and
have thicknessesol't~pproxiiiic~telyI-2cm. Both dykesdip
iu 77O. One dyke occurs in orientated core: it strikes
northeast anddips southeast (Fig. 3). Srruill,discontinnous.
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irregular fractures associated with breccias in the core also
have a fill of fine clastic material (Passchier et al., this
volume).

Fracture Sets
Interpretation cis Natural Fractures

Fractures with dips between -30 and 80 degrees are
common in the CRP-1 core and are referred to below as
Group 1 fractures. Planar fractures with such dips arc
atypical of fractures induced by drilling-, coring-, or
handling-related stresses. Rather, dips in this range are
ty pica1 of shear fractures formed by common cr~istalstress
configurations (Anderson, 195 1). There is some evidence
suggesting that Group 1 fractures were present prior to
coring. Drilling operations were frequently impeded by
jamming of core entering the core barrel, indicating that
numerous fractures were present in the rock prior to
coring. Several of these fractures also have short,
discontinuous striae orientated approximately down the
dip of the fracture plane (Fig. 4). The presence of striae is
compatible with either a shear fracture (fault) origin for
the fracture or, given the relatively soft state of the sediment,
with shear induced on an existing fracture when the core
was forced upward into the core barrel. Several Group 1
fractures had abundant drilling mud coating their surfaces,
indicating that they were present prior to entry into the
core barrel. Some Group 1 fractures were associated with
broken, rubble zones where core material was apparently

damaged by drilling. A portion oSGroup 1 fractures had
other fractures terminate against them. i~icl~idin;:,some
induced fractures. indicating that they formed earlier tli;in
at least some other core fractures. However. sonic (ii'oiip
l fractures terminated within the core. indicating a n induced
origin. An induced origin for some Group 1 Sraclures, hut
not others, could be due to propagation of prc-existiiig
natural microfractures due to coring or 1iandlin~-indnc-cd
stresses. We observed the formation of l i a ~ i d l i ~ ~ ~ - i n d i ~ ~ e d
fractures parallel, and in proximity, to moderate1y -dipping
existing fractures in a few cases.
Based on the evidence that Group 1 fractures were
present prior to drilling, their apparent incomp;itihility
with induced fracture geometries, and their compiitihility
with natural fracture geometries, we interpret this set of
fractures as natural fractures. In figure 1 we show the
density (fract~iresl~n
of core) of these inferred natural
fractures within the CRP-I core. Although t h e highest
fracture densities occur in finer-grained material. then' is
no systematic correlation between lithology a n d I'rtictiire
abundance (Fig. 1).Fracture tips were typically not present
in the core, thus the data do not constrain whether fracturcs
are confined to discrete beds or lithologic units. There is
an overall increase in fracture abundance across the
QuaternaryIMiocene contact (43.10 mbsf; revised
boundary, Fielding et al., this volume), consistent with the
increased induration and the longer history of the Miocene
strata. However, the overall poor-to-moderate lithil'ication
and lackof cementation of CRP- 1stratasuggestthat layering
probably did not exert a strong influence on f r a c t ~ ~ r-i n g .
Both fractures and breccias are particularly abundant
in the uppermost Miocene strata, but elsewhere in the core
there is no consistent correlation between increased fracture
abundance and the presence ofbrecciated intervals (Fig. 1 ).
Miocene diamictites at -63, 79. 123 and 134 mbsf show
microstructural evidence of subglacial shear (van del.
Meer, this volume); the upper two diamictite horizons
correlate with high fracture abundance, whereas the lower
two do not.
Interpretation of Fracture Mode

Group 1 fractures were subdivided into a subgroup of
fractures with dips between 26 and 50 degrees (Group 1L)
and a second subgroup with dips between 51 and 80
degrees (Group 1H) (Fig. 5). We chose these dip intervals
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Fig. 4 - Photograph of a high-angle fracture with down-dip striae in the
CRP-1 core. Core is 6.1 cm in diameter
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Fig. 5 - Rose-diagram plots showing the dip-angle distribution of lowangle (Group 1L) and high-angle (Group 1H) natural fracture subgroups
within the CRP-l core.

because ihc 'low-angle' iI I.,) group represents a typical
rangeofdips f'orthrust-senseshear fractures and the 'high-angle' ( 1 1 1 ) group represents a typical range ol' clips l'or
normal-sense shear l'r:~ctures(Anclerson. 195 1 ).
T11ehi;:li-anglefracturepoiip ( 1 H) hasdips eq~tivalcnt
to the dips ol' microfaults i n the core. most of which arc
normal faults (Fig. 6). Dips of approximately 60 degrees
are typical of normal-slip faults and Group 1H frachircs
have dips that cluster around that dip range (Fig. 5). Five
of seven fractures with down-dip striae (Fig. 4) fall in this
geometric group. In the core intervals that could be
orientated, the fracture planes form sets with similar
strikes anil equal but opposite dips, typical of conjugate
shear fractures (Fig. 3). The clastic dyke and normal
microfault that occur in orientated core have northeasterly
strikes, similar to the northeast-striking conjugate fracture
set (Fig. 3). No origin points or hackle plume features
indicative o f extension were observed on the high-angle
fractures although, of course, these features were rare
overall. Most joint sets, generally taken to be openingmode extension fractures, have s~~bvertical
orientations.
whereas dip-slip shear fractures typically have dips ranging
from 30 to 75" (Engelder, 1987).Taken together, the available
evidence suggests that the Group 1H fracture set formed as
natural, conjugate shear fractures with a subvertical 0 , .
The low-angle fracture group (1 L) remains enigmatic.
T w o low-angle fractures had striae on their surfaces.
indicating shear, but no shear-sense indicators. Several
Group 1L fractures had possible hackle or origin points
indicative of extension, but most had no surface features.
The tectonic rift-related setting of the region does not
predict thrust faulting. If the Group 1L fractures represent
thrust-sense microfaults of tectonic origin, they must have
formed where local compression occurred, perhaps at a
fault jog or transverse accommodation structure along the
rift margin. Alternatively, thrust-sense microfaults could
have formed as a result of glaciotectonism. The low-angle
dips of these fractures are compatible with families of
microshears (e.g., Riedel shears) formed as a reult of
subhorizontal shear, and thus are consistent with a
s~ibglacialshear origin (e.g., van der Wateren, 1995).
Group 1L fractures are abundant in proximity to the levels
of inferred subglacial shear at c. 63 and 79 mbsf (van der
Meer, this volume), suggesting a genetic relation. A third
alternative is that Group 1L fractures originated as steeper
normal-sense microfaults that were later rotated to
shallower dip angles during compaction of the sedimentary
strata. If this is the case, Group 1L fractures should be
older than the steeply dipping 1H fractures, but sparse
cros-scuttingrelations are ambiguous. Features associated
with fracture rotation due to compaction, such as curvature
or indentation of fractures around rigid glacigenic
lonestones in the diamictites, were not observed in the
CRP- 1 core.
Low-angle fractures in the orientated portions of the
core have orientations that are more scattered than the
high-angle natural fractures, but appear to define 3-4
diffuse subsets (Fig. 7). Though not clearly defined, the
fracture pattern hints at 2 conjugate fracture sets, resembling
fault systems with orthorhombic symmetry typical of
triaxial strain (Reches, 1978; Krantz. 1988). If so, the low-

angle fracture sets may represent rotated normal-sense
shear fractures that formed with a vertical 0 , .However, if
the low-angle fractures do not comprise two conjugate
sets, they probably did not form as a result of tectonism,
unless fractures formed at different times under different
stress conditions. Such rapid changes in the stress field
seem unlikely in the short interval of time represented by
the strata. On the other hand, different fracture orientations
at different levels would be expected if these fractures
originated by glaciotectonisin, since ice motions and
related shear directions would most likely differ between
glacial cycles.

INDUCED FRACTURES

Disc Fractures
Disc fractures form normal to the axis of a drillcore in
regions of high horizontal stress (Obert & Stephenson,
1965; Dyke, 1989). Subhorizontal to very low-angle
(525 degree dip) fractures are abundant within CRP-1
core (Fig. 1). One subhorizontal fracture had an origin
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fig. 7 - Stereoplots showing the orientations of low-angle (Group 1L) natural fractures within orientated core intervals. Note that Group 1 L I'i'cicliii'e
orientations appear to change between depth intervals. For the cumulative data set, note the scatter of orientations and the possible 3 or4 diffuse I'i-acture

point on the fracture surface indicating nucleation at a
lonestone in diamictite (Fig. S), proving induced, tensile
failure. The majority of probable or possible hackle, arrest
lines, or origin points, which are indicative of tensile

failure, occurred on fracture surfaces of this group. Lowangle fractures followed bedding or cross-laminae in
some cases, suggesting failure along pre-existing
weaknesses, but most of the cored sequence lacked welldefined bedding. Several fractures of this group were lined
with drilling mud or associated with broken rubble zones,
compatible either with a natural fracture origin or a drillingor coring-induced origin, when drilling mud had access to
the fracture planes. Given the very low-angle dip of these
fractures and the evidence for tensile failure, it is highly
probable that a proportion of these fractures represent disc
fractures.

Petal and Petal-Centreline Fractures

Fig. 8 - Photograph of a subhorizontal fracture with an origin point at a
pebble and fine hackle on the fracture surface. demonstrating induced.
tensile fracture origin. Core is 6.1 cm in diameter.

Petal and petal-centreline fractures form in response to
stress induced beneath the advancing drill bit, and thus
originate outside of the core boundaries and have curved
surfaces that follow the induced stress trajectories (Lorenz
et al., 1990; Kulander et al., 1990: Li & Schmitt, 1997).
Curviplanar fractures that terminate within the core and
have the diagnostic curved shape of petal or petal-centreline
fractures (Fig. 9) are abundant in the CRP-l core. These

/;i<i,'. 9 - Plio~ograpliof a petal-centreline fracture in the CRP- 1 core at 136 inhsf. Nokc petal ciirvatin'e inward inid downward f'roin niargin and vertical
centreline fhielui'e following core axis. The core section is 38 cm lone.

fracturesoccur at 29.65 mbsf within the Quaternary section
and throughout the Miocene strata to the base of the CRP- 1
core (Fig. 1). One petal-centreline fracture had possible
arrest lines on the fracture surface, but otherwise these
fractures lacked the distinctive surface plumes and arrest
lines reported by Kulander et al. (1 990). The majority of
the fractures in this set were typical petal fractures, concave
downward and terminated toward thecore interior, although
a few were concave upward, where bedding planes
apparently influencedfracturepropagation (Fig. 10). Some
curved fractures had the form of 'inverted petals' (Fig. 10);
however, existing drilling-related stress models do not
explain this fracture geometry.
There is no systematic correlation between petal fracture
abundance and lithology within the CRP-1 core (Fig. 1).
Changes in petal fracture density down core were more
likely to be related to the drilling operations, since petal
fractures initiate in response to an increase in bit stress
caused, for example, when the driller releases the draw
works, resulting in a sudden increase of the weight on the
bit (Lorenz et al., 1990). Such changes in weight on the bit
apparently occurred during CRP- 1 drilling due to the rise
and fall of the drill rig when the sea ice platform was
affected by sea swell. This mechanism explains the increase
in petal fracture abundance near the base of the cored
interval, which was obtained when there was significant
sea-ice motion during a major storm.
Petal and petal-centreline fractures in orientated core
intervals form a well-defined north-northeast striking
g o u p (Fig. 11). The two approximately east-west fractures
in figure 11 were tentatively classified as petal-centreline
fractures, based on their steep dips and slightly curviplanar
shapes. However, their anomalous orientation with respect
to the rest of the petal fractures suggests that they might not
belong to the petal group, or that fracture propagation was
influenced by a local stress perturbation, such as a preexisting fracture within the core (Paulsen & Wilson, this
volume).

/:if;. 10 - Schematic diagram
showing typical geoiwe~ries
of intci-pretecl i n d u c e d
ractiires in the CRP-1 core.

fKlctllrc:
b = typical concave

e
e

downward petal fracture;
c = petal-ccntrcline fracture:
cl = possible inverted petal
fracture:
c = low-angle disc fractures:
f' = siibhorizoiital 'plucking'
fractures formed by vertical
drill bit motion due to storrnrekitcd sea swell.

Other Coring- and Handling-Induced Fractures
A population of subhorizontal fractures definitely
formed due to vertical motion of the drill string, when the
drill-bit rose and 'plucked' a segment of core from the base
of the borehole. Subsequent spinning of the core segment
as the drill-bit re-engaged created finely etched circular

Fig. 11 - Stereoplots showing the orientations of petallpetal-centreline
fractures within orientated core intervals, a) Great-circle stereoplot and
b ) Kamb-conto~irplot of poles to fracture planes showing the overall
north-northeast-trend of netalloetal-centreline fractures and of S.. .

grooves on these fracture surfaces (Cape Rohcrts Science
'Ii5;im, 1998). These fractures appear at c. 140 ~iihsl.and
iire increasingly abundant nearthe base oi'thc core. marking
tlie increased sea swell during the storm that caused early
terinination of drilling. Some fractures in the core had a
cone-shaped morphology similar to torsion fractures
described by Kulander et al. (1990). suggesting that they
formed by twisting of the core during coring.
Handling-induced fractures also formed within the
CRP-1 core, typically in the time interval between initialcore fracture logging and the scanning of the whole-core
segments. Most of these fractures had dips of 15 dc*
(~recs
or less. but a few were parallel to more steeply dipping.
inferred natural fractures. suggesting they may have
nucleated on microfractures in the core and then propagated
as a result of handling-related stress. Other handlinginduced fractures include axial cracks and various other
fractures which formed as the cores were split. and as a
result of the collapse of the round core in the flat-bottomed
storage boxes as the boxes flexed during transport.

STRESS REGIME OF THE CRP-1 REGION
PALAEOSTRESS REGIME

Stress Orientations
The normal microfaults and the high-angle natural
fracture arrays (Group 1H) comprise a conjugate fracture
system. Andersonian faulting theory predicts that normalsense conjugate shear fractures form with the maximum
compressive principal stress, a , as the vertical bisector of
the acute angle between the conjugate sets, with the
intermediate principal stress, a,,horizontal and parallel to
the line of intersection of the fracture sets. and with the
minimum compi-essive stress, a^, horizontal and
perpendicular to a and q.The near-vertical clastic dykes
in the core, which represent extension fractures formed
parallel to the a - o\plane and perpendicular to a?,
are also
consistent with thi;stress regime. The high-angle natural
fracture sets in the orientatedportion ofthecore define two
conjugate fracture sets which strike northeast and
northwest. Both of these conj~igatefracture sets occur
throughout the core; therefore the two sets cannot be
ascribed to a particular core sequence or time interval. W e
did not observe any clear cross-cutting relations between
these two fracture sets to establish their relative age. If
they have different ages, the two fracture sets must represent
two different stress configurations, with the minimum
stress. a..changing fromnortheast-southwest to northwestsoutheast, or vice versa,with time. However, if the two
fracture sets are coeval. they suggest a non-Andersonian,
triaxial regime (e.g., Krantz, 1988; Reches. 1978).
Because the high-angle natural fractures occur
throughout the cored Miocene interval, the deformation
regime responsible for their development must be younger
than -1 7.5 Ma, which is the age of the youngest preserved
Miocene strata. The fact that a few of the high-angle
natural fractures occur in the Quaternary section of the
core suggests that the same stress regime persists today.

Tectonic v,s- (ilaciotcctonic Deformation
A stress regime \ ~ i t l ivertical maximum coii~~)i'i,-ssive
stress (a,
= a ) is characteristic of continental ri ft ivgiiiivs
and thus CR1'- 1 fractures may relied rift-related 1t~'lonic
delorination within thecape Robertsrcgioii. The iioflliwest
and northeast orientation olthe high-an$enatu~-:~If'i';iclin~e
sets is approximatelycoincident with thestrikes ol'ol'l'slniie
faults interpreted from seismic reflection data ( 1 liimillon
et al., this volume) and aeromagnetic data (B0~1.ort ill..
1997). suggesting a genetic relationship and, thcrel'ori.', a
tectonic origin for these fractures.
Given the possibility of repeated glacial ove~-ridi~i;.;
of
the Cape Roberts site, it is also possible that t h e n;iti11.;11
fractures may have developed in response to a glacial load
imposing a vertical compression. The vertical loinl ol' ail
ice mass alone results in an isotropic 'glaciostatic' stress.
According to Aber et al. (1989). the stresses responsible
foi-glaciotectonic deformation arcclominatedby ho~~izon~iil
stress gradients localised near ice margins, where the
vertical load. and therefore the resolved horizontal stress
component. changes rapidly as the ice thickness diminisln~s
to zero. Basal shear stresses generated by ice motion also
contribute to glaciotectonism. but to a smaller <-lcpree.In
ice-marginal and subglacial shear settings. the maximum
stress is horizontal. which predicts a thrust-faulting stress
regime, and is expected to be perpendicular to t h e ice sheet
margin (parallel to the direction of most rapid cliangc in
ice load). In this scenario, normal faulting would only
develop near local perturbations in the stress field caused,
for example, by the termination of structures. Howcvcr,
conjugate normal fault sets have been attributed to oilier
processes associated with glaciotectonism, such as loading
by subglacial overthrusts (van der Wateren, 1987) or tlie
formation of Riedel shear sets beneath subglacial shciir
zones (van der Wateren. 1995). We cannot clearly identify
this type of setting from the context of the core alone, but
the lack of evidence for pervasive shear deformation
throughout the sequence argues against extensive
glaciotectonic shear. Thus, it seems more likely that the
normal-sense microfaults. the clastic dykes and the highangle natural fracture sets, which are all compatible with
a vertical maximum compression direction. formed as a
result of rift-related tectonisn~.
CONTEMPORARY STRESS REGIME

Systematic comparison of the orientation of petalcentreline fractures and other in ,xitii stress orientation
indicators have shown that the strikes of these fractures
parallel the regional maximum horizontal stress direction
(Plumb & Cox, 1987;Lorenzet. al., 1990).Petal-centreline
fractures are extension fractures that form perpendicular
to G,. and follow the a-a,plane, where a,is equal to the
overburden stress plus the stress from the weight on the
drill bit and a,is the maxinium in situ horizontal stress
(Lorenz et al., 1990). The petal-centreline fractures in the
CRP- 1 core occur in both Quaternary and Miocene strata
and are clearly neotectonic, induced fractures. Petalcentreline fractures in orientated core intervals indicate a
north-northeast to south-southwest orientation for the
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maximum horizontal contemporary stress a n d ,
perpendicular to it, a west-northwest to east-southeast
minimum horizontal contemporary stress in the Cape
Roberts region (Fig. l l ).
The coniunporary stress orientations that we interpret
from the pdal-centreline fractures arecompatible with the
single orientated normal microfault and clastic dyke. and
together ( h e wstructures indicate a normal-faultingregime
with the maximum horizontal stress equal to G, and a
vertical olmaximumcompressivestress. This stress regime
is broadly compatible with the northeast-striking,
conjugate, high-angle natural fracture set. Either the
northwest-strikin~aturalfracture set is older, or, if the
high-angle conjugate natural fracture sets are coeval, then
they must have formed in a triaxial strain regime.
A normal-fault stress regime fits the rift tectonic setting
predicted Ibr the margin of the Victoria Land rift basin.
T h e north-northeast to south-southwest maximum
horizontal stress is oblique, however, to the northwesterly
trend of the Transantarctic Mountains Front structural
boundary, and thus predicts a component of right-lateral
displacement along the Transantarctic Mountains Front.
Wilson (1995) documented brittle faults with north to
northeast trends in bedrock at Cape Roberts and along the
coastal margin of the Transantarctic Mountains in the
McMurdo Sound region. Slip directions on these faults
indicate an early normal dip-slip episode, followed by a
younger, dextral oblique- to strike-slip episode, both of
which are interpreted to be the result of dextral
transtensional riftingduring the Cenozoic Era. The
Neogene-Quaternary stress regime documented here is
consistent with dexti-a1 transtensional kinematics,
suggesting that the motions recorded in the uplifted
mountain block along the Transantarctic Mountains Front
may have continued through late Cenozoic time, and
possibly continue today.
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